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This article investigates which semantic categories, as defined in Functional Dis-
course Grammar, formally manifest themselves in a sample of native languages 
of Brazil, and the extent to which the distribution of these manifestations across 
categories can be described systematically in terms of implicational hierarchies. 
The areas subjected to investigation are basic interrogative words, basic demon-
strative words, and nominalization strategies.

1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to uncover the extent to which a range of semantic 
categories is relevant to the grammar of indigenous languages of Brazil. Semantic 
categories are defined in terms of the framework of Functional Discourse Gram-
mar (FDG) and will be introduced in Section 2. The sample used for this study is 
introduced in Section 3. After that, we will address our general research question, 
by investigating three grammatical domains: (i) basic question words in Section 4, 
(ii) basic demonstrative words in Section 5; and (iii) nominalizations in Section 6. 
In each case, we will capture the results of our study in terms of an implicational 
hierarchy. In the concluding Section 7 we compare the results of the three partial 
studies in the light of our general research question.
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2. Semantic categorization in FDG

Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008) is a ty-
pologically-oriented approach to language structure, and distinguishes an Inter-
personal, a Representational, a Morphosyntactic, and a Phonological Level of lin-
guistic organization. Semantics is captured in FDG at the Representational Level. 
In building up the Representational Level, use is made of representational frames, 
which have a layered, hierarchical structure, and are constructed in a stepwise 
manner, starting with the hierarchically highest layer and ending with the lowest 
ones (e.g. Hengeveld & Smit 2009). Every layer has a variable the identity of which 
corresponds with the semantic category designated by that layer. A preliminary 
inventory of these, taken from Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008), is given in (1):

 (1) p Propositional Content: a mental construct, locatable in neither space nor 
time

  ep Episode: a thematically coherent combination of States-of-Affairs that is 
characterized by unity of Time, Location, and Individuals

  e State-of-Affairs: an event or state, locatable in time
  f Property: a quality or a relation, without independent existence, but 

applicable to other semantic categories
  x Individual: an animate or inanimate object, locatable in space
  l Location: a place where an Episode or a State-of-Affairs takes place or 

where an Individual is located
  t Time: a period during which an Episode or a State-of-Affairs takes place
  m Manner: a way in which a State-of-Affairs is carried out
  q Quantity: an amount or number of Individuals or States-of-Affairs
  r Reason: a cause or reason for a State-of-Affairs to occur

Table 1, adapted from Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008: 136), illustrates these cat-
egories using representative lexical items from English.

Though we may find lexical representatives of this type in all languages, not 
all semantic categories can be claimed to be relevant to the grammar of all lan-
guages. Only when some aspect of the grammar of a certain language is sensitive 
to semantic categorization are semantic categories assumed to be relevant to the 
analysis of that language. While the first five categories in the list above (p, ep, e, 
f, and x) are probably universally relevant, the latter five may manifest themselves 
to varying degrees in the languages of the world. This means that it is a matter 
of empirical research to establish which semantic categories are relevant for the 
grammar of which languages, on the basis of which one may then try to come to 
higher-level conclusions concerning the typological distribution of sensitivity to 
semantic categorization across languages.
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A straightforward example of the sensitivity of grammars to the semantic 
categories listed in (1) concerns the extent to which languages distinguish these 
in processes of nominalization (see Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 131f). Consider 
some nominalization procedures that English has available for part of the seman-
tic categories listed in (1). These are:

 (2) p: -Ø:  hope-Ø, belief-Ø
  ep: -Ø:  end-Ø, start-Ø
  e: -tion explora-tion, deple-tion
   -age  break-age, cover-age
  f: -ness mean-ness, kind-ness
   -ity  elastic-ity, rapid-ity
  x: -er:  writ-er, sing-er
   -ant: inhabit-ant, contest-ant
  l: -ery: bak-ery, brew-ery

English has nominalization strategies for propositional contents (p), episodes (ep), 
states-of-affairs (e), properties (f), individuals (x), and locations (l), but not for 
times (t), manners (m), quantities (q), and reasons (r). There are, however, other 
languages that do have nominalization strategies for these latter categories. Supy-
ire (Carlson 1994: 113, 114, 548) for instance, has distinct time, manner, and rea-
son nominalizations, as illustrated in (3)–(5) respectively:

  Supyire
 (3) Utèè-kwuu-ní ɲyɛ à mɔ mɛ́.
  histempnr-die-def.cl neg prf be.long.time neg
  ‘The time of his death was not long ago.’ (Carlson 1994: 113)

Table 1. Semantic categories illustrated by means of English lexemes

Description Variable Example

Propositional Content
Episode
State-of-affairs
Property
Individual
Location
Time
Manner
Quantity
Reason

p
ep
e
f
x
l
t
m
q
r

idea
incident
meeting
colour
chair
top
week
way
litre
reason
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 (4) Pyìi-bíí sàhà ɲyɛ na byíí pi taɲjáà
  children-def not.yet be prog raise.impf their yesterday
  byí-ŋká-ni na mɛ́.
  raise-mann.nr-def.cl on neg
  ‘Children are no longer raised the way they were raised in the past.’
  (Carlson 1994: 114)

 (5) Sànyi kà-wyiiní li ɲyɛ
  death.announcement.def reasnr-announce.def(cl.sg) it(cl.sg) cop
  pùcɛ̀ribílá à ǹdìré ye?
  female.clan.member.def to which.emph(cl.sg) Q
  ‘What is the reason for announcing the death to the female clan members?’ 

(Carlson 1994: 548)

No examples of quantity nominalizations are known to us.
This paper studies the crosslinguistic availability of distinct grammatical 

means to express semantic categories with respect to three different phenomena 
that may show sensitivity to semantic categorization: basic interrogative words, 
basic demonstrative words, and nominalizations. These topics have each been ad-
dressed separately in the FDG literature. Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008), touched 
upon above, discuss nominalizations in some detail, Mackenzie (2009) studies the 
distribution of basic question words in a world-wide sample of 50 languages, and 
George (2010) studies the distribution of basic demonstrative words in that same 
sample. We will come back to these studies in the relevant sections. Here it may 
suffice to say that the current study differs from the ones just mentioned in that 
it tries to generalize across the three phenomena, and in that it studies languages 
from one specific area, Brazil. The reason for restricting the study to a single area is 
that the earlier studies arrive at statistically relevant but not at absolute generaliza-
tions as regards the ranking of semantic categories, which may reflect areal differ-
ences. By restricting ourselves to a single area that is rich in terms of the different 
genealogies of the languages involved, we hope to be able to control for this.

Like Mackenzie (2009) we will limit ourselves to the categories Individual (x), 
Location (l), Time (t), Manner (m), Quantity (q), and Reason (r). The reason for 
this is that the data available from descriptive grammars are generally insufficient 
to come to conclusions about the differentiation between Propositional Contents 
(p), Episodes (ep), States-of-Affairs (e), and Properties (f). The demonstrative that 
in English, for instance, may be used to refer to all of these as well as to inanimate 
Individuals (x), but this is a topic that is to our knowledge not explicitly addressed 
in any standard grammatical description of English. This is the more true for lan-
guages with a much more limited tradition of grammatical description.
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To give a first idea of how the three phenomena we study relate to the central 
issue of this paper, consider the English data in Table 2, which includes the data on 
nominalizations provided earlier in (2).

English has basic interrogative words for most of the semantic categories in-
vestigated. An exception is Quantity. This can of course be questioned by means 
of how much, but this is an internally complex expression and not a basic word. 
In Section 4 we will give our reasons for restricting ourselves to single unanalyz-
able words. English likewise has to use complex expressions for deictic reference 
to Quantities (that much) and Reasons (therefore, for that reason), while it has 
basic demonstrative words for the other semantic categories. And finally, there 
are nominalization processes that produce lexical items designating Individuals 
and Locations, but none that produce lexical items designating Times, Manners, 
Quantities, and Reasons. This brief illustration shows that even within a single lan-
guage grammatical processes may show different degrees of sensitivity to semantic 
categorization.

3. The sample

The sample used in this study consists of 24 languages, distributed across the ma-
jor families and subfamilies represented in Brazil as shown in Table 3.

To the extent that the limitations as regards the availability of complete gram-
mars allow this, the sample languages are distributed across language families ap-
plying the sampling method of Rijkhoff, Bakker, Hengeveld & Kahrel (1993). This 
method takes the internal complexity of a family tree into account when deciding 
how many languages should be taken from each family and subfamily. This is done 
by calculating a diversity value (‘DV’ in Table 3) on the basis of the structure of 
the family tree, which then translates into the assignment of a certain number of 
languages (‘No of lgs’ in Table 3) to a language family given a certain sample size. 

Table 2. Semantic categorization in English

basic interrogative
words

basic demonstrative
words

nominalizations

x Individual who, what this, that brew-er

l Location where there, here brew-ery

t Time when then, now –

m Manner how thus –

r Reason why – –

q Quantity – – –
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Table 3. The sample

Language Family DV No of lgs Sample language

Arauan 00.00 1 Jarawara
Arawakan 05.33 2
 Northern-Maipuran 1 Tariana
 Southern-Maipuran 1 Apurinã
Arutani-Sape 00.00 1 –
Carib 06.25 2
 Northern 1 Apalaí
 Southern 1 Hixkaryana
Chapakura-Wanyam 02.00 1 Warí
Creole 02.00 1 Karipuna Creole French
Kanoê 00.00 1 Kanoê
Katukinan 00.00 1 –
Kwaza 00.00 1 Kwaza
Macro-Ge 16.25 5
 Bororo 1 Bororo
 Ge-Kaingang 1 Xavante
 Rikbaktsa 1 Rikbaktsa
Maku 00.00 1 Hup
Mataco-Guaykuru 00.00 1 Kadiwéu
Mura-Pirahã 00.00 1 Pirahã
Nambikwaran 00.00 1 Sabanê
Pankararú 00.00 1 –
Panoan 07.50 3
 Northern 1 Matís
 South Central 1 Yaminawa
 Southeastern 1 Shanenawa
Tikuna 00.00 1 –
Trumai 00.00 1 –
Tucanoan 05.00 2
 Central Tucanoan 1 Cubeo
Tupí 13.00 3
 Mundurukú 1 Mundurukú
 Tupi-Guaraní 1 Asuriní
Tuxá 00.00 1 –
Witotoan 00.00 1 Bora
Yanomam 00.00 1 Sanumá
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Table 3 shows that there is not a perfect match due to various gaps in the sample, 
but that the distribution across families is non-overlapping so that the sample rep-
resents strong internal diversity.

4. Basic question words

The first group of items that may shed light on the distribution of semantic catego-
ries across languages is that of basic question words, i.e. unanalyzable words that 
represent the questioned element in a content question.

In the tradition of Berlin & Kay (1969), we only consider basic terms and 
not compositional expressions. In the languages studied, both types can be found. 
Thus in (6) we find a single unanalyzable interrogative word, while in (7) the inter-
rogative expression is derived:

  Karipuna Creole French
 (6) Kõbyã u gã?
  how.many 2.sg have
  ‘How many do you have?’ (Tobler 1983: 42)

  Karipuna Creole French
 (7) ki tã u ke nathe-l?
  what time 2.sg fut plait-3.sg
  ‘What time will you plait it?’ (Tobler 1983: 43)

In (6) we can observe that kõbyã is a basic word, because it is not (synchronically) 
derived from any other expression and is not combined with any other element. 
In example (7), on the other hand, the expression ki + tã is clearly compositional. 
Only monomorphemic expressions such as the one illustrated in (6) will be con-
sidered. Note that in several of the languages under investigation interrogative 
and indefinite words are not distinguished from one another (see Hengeveld et 
al. 2007). In these cases we have classified the basic words among these as basic 
interrogative words.

Basic question words for a variety of semantic categories are illustrated in the 
following examples:

  Apurinã: individual (x)1

 (8) Ki-pa apo-pe?
  who/what-int arrive-pfv
  ‘Who/What has arrived?’ (Facundes 2000: 362)

  Bororo: location (l)
 (9) Kai-ba?
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  where-int
  ‘Where?’ (Crowell 1979: 81)

  Mundurukú: time (t)
 (10) Puje	 o’-ju?
  when 3.sg-go?
  ‘When did he/she go?’ (Crofts 2004: 232)

  Apalaí: manner (m)
 (11) Otãto t-yri-se ey-a?
  how inf-do-compl 3-by
  ‘How did he do it?’ (Koehn & Koehn 1986: 58)

  Sabanê: reason (r)
 (12) Kate-ay-i-say-al-a.
  why-go-vs-prog-pres.neut-int
  ‘Why is s/he leaving?’ (Araújo 2004: 209)

  Karipuna Creole French: quantity (q)
 (13) Kõbyã u gã?
  how.many 2.sg have
  ‘How many do you have?’ (Tobler 1983: 42):

In some languages basic question words cover more than one semantic category. 
This is illustrated for Asuriní in (14) and (15):

  Asuriní: manner (m)
 (14) Mara pa eresan.
  how int come
  ‘How did you come?’ (Nicholson 1984: 32)

  Asuriní: quantity (q)
 (15) Mara pa hepya.
  how INT cost
  ‘How much did it cost?’ (Nicholson 1984: 16)

The overall classification of the availability and distribution of basic question 
words is given in Table 4.

Table 4 shows a number of very strong implicational hierarchies, which are 
listed in (16)–(18):

 (16) x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ t

 (17) x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ r

 (18) x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ q
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The first three semantic categories are the same: in no language is there a basic 
question word for manners without there being basic question words for locations 
and individuals, and in no language is there a basic question word for locations 
without there being a basic question word for individuals. Furthermore, the pres-
ence of the last category of these three, manner, is a precondition for there to be 
a basic question word for time, reason, or quantity, or a combination of those. 
However, there are no implicational relationships among the last three categories.

These observations may be combined in the following representation:

Table 4. Basic question words in the languages of the sample

Language x l m q r t

Warí

Bora x

Bororo x

Kadiwéu x

Kwaza x

Matís x

Pirahã x

Sanumá x

Hup x l

Kanoê x l

Tariana x l

Mundurukú x l m

Apurinã x l m

Cubeo x l m

Apalaí x l m q

Asuriní x l m/q m/q

Hixkaryana x l m q

Jarawara x l, l/m/q l/m/q l/m/q

Karipuna Creole French x l m q

Xavante x l m/q m/q t

Rikbaktsa x l r/m r/m

Shanenawa x l m r

Yaminawa x l r/m r/m

Sabanê x l m r t
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(19) q
∪

x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ t
∩

r

Note that one of the possibilities that (19) predicts is that there may be languages 
with no basic question words at all, and in the sample this is true for Warí. In this 
language a special construction type is used in which a gap indicates which con-
stituent is being questioned. It is furthermore worth noting that not a single lan-
guage in the sample has basic question words for all categories. The representation 
in (19) is inspired by the way semantic maps are organized (see e.g., Haspelmath 
2003), though what we have in (19) is an implicational map rather than a semantic 
map (see Hengeveld & van Lier 2010). Confirmation for the validity of this map 
may furthermore be found in the fact that in those cases in which languages use a 
single basic question word for more than one semantic category, these categories 
are contiguous within the map, as shown in (20)–(22) for the three combinations 
found.

(20) q

x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂

⊂

⊂

t

r

(21) q

x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂

⊂

t

r

⊂
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(22) q

x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂

⊂

t

r

⊂

These results may now be compared to the ones obtained by Mackenzie (2009), 
a typological study of the distribution of interrogative words based on a world-
wide sample of 50 languages. He arrives at the following (statistical) implicational 
hierarchy:

 (23) x ⊂ l ⊂ q ⊂ m ⊂ t ⊂ r

In comparing this hierarchy with the ones in (16)–(18) an important difference 
shows up. In Mackenzie’s the semantic category of quantity is very high in the 
hierarchy, while in the Brazilian area it occupies a peripheral position.

Mackenzie (2009) furthermore investigated the phonemic weight of basic 
interrogatives, and ranks the various categories from lower to higher phonemic 
weight with the result in (24):

 (24) x - l - m - q - r - t

What is remarkable here in comparison with the hierarchies in (16)–(18) is the 
low position of the semantic category of time as compared to quantity and reason.

These two differences between the Brazilian data and those obtained from a 
worldwide sample point at an areal aspect to the grammaticalization of semantic 
categories, an issue to which we will return below.

5. Basic demonstrative words

By basic demonstrative words we mean unanalyzable words that can be used to 
deictically indicate a semantic category. Using the same criteria for basicness as in 
the case of basic interrogative words, basic demonstrative words are found for the 
categories Individual (x), Location (l), Manner (m), and Time (t) in the languages 
of the sample. Basic demonstrative words for reason and quantity were not en-
countered, the alternative being composite expressions of the type for that reason 
and that much. The following examples illustrate the four types encountered:
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  Hup: individual (x)
 (25) Núp nɨ̌ mɔmbɔ’̌k ni-ʔeʔ-yæ̃́h-æ̃́h.
  this 1.sg.poss pot be-perf-frust-decl
  ‘This used to be my pot.’ (Epps 2005: 299)

  Shanenawa: location (x)
 (26) Jumaj nɨnu-ki.
  jaguar here-decl
  ‘The jaguar is here.’ (Cândido 2004: 123)

  Hixkaryana: manner (m)
 (27) Oske kanye mok nexeye akakheno.
  thus one.who.says.it that.one he.was my.dead.father
  ‘My dead father was the one who told it like that.’ (Derbyshire 1979: 132)

  Karipuna Creole French: time (t)
 (28) Anu mãje ató.
  hort eat now
  ‘Let’s eat now!’ (Tobler 1983: 80)

Table 5 shows the distribution of basic demonstrative words across the languages 
of the sample.

A clear pattern emerges here, that shows that in all but one of the languages of 
the sample the following hierarchy holds:

 (29) x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ t

This is of course the hierarchy that we presented in (16) in relation to interrogative 
words.

The peripheral status of time (t) in this hierarchy is reflected in the fact that the 
only instances found for temporal demonstratives are the translational equivalents 
of ‘now’, never of ‘then’, which is rather realized as ‘at that time’.

There are quite a number of languages, given at the top of Table 5, that have 
no demonstratives at all for the categories investigated. These are languages that 
express demonstrativity in separate elements, that can only be used in combina-
tion with a lexical element, as in the following example:

  Warí
 (30) carawara ma
  animal dem:m/f:distal
  ‘that animal’ (Everett & Kern 1997: 153)

It is the combination of the head noun carawara with the demonstrative that des-
ignates an individual here. The demonstrative element could not be used on its 
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own with that same designation. The language thus has demonstrative elements, 
but not ones that correspond to any of the semantic categories investigated.

A special case in Table 5 is Matís. This language has basic locative demonstra-
tive words designating locations, as shown in the following examples:

  Matís
 (31) Şapu-Ø nɨ tsad-e-k
  Şapu-abs here sit-nonpast-decl
  ‘Şapu is sitting here.’ (Ferreira 2005: 152)

Table 5. Basic demonstrative words in the languages of the sample

Language x l m t

Kwaza

Mundurukú

Sabanê

Warí

Yaminawa

Cubeo x

Hup x

Kanoê x

Pirahã x

Sanumá x

Apalaí x l

Apurinã x l

Jarawara x l

Rikbaktsa x l

Shanenawa x l

Hixkaryana x l m

Tariana x l m t

Bororo x l m t

Bora x l m t

Karipuna Creole French x l m t

Xavante x l m t

Matís l

Asuriní ? ? ? ?

Kadiwéu ? ? ? ?
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  Matís
 (32) Tumɨ-Ø u	 duke-e-k
  Tumɨ-abs there lie-nonpast-decl
  ‘Tumɨ is lying there.’

The same demonstrative bases can be found in demonstratives denoting individu-
als such as nɨkid ‘this one’ and ukid ‘that one’. Since -kid is a productive nominalizer 
in the language (Ferreira 2005: 83), it seems reasonable to analyse these elements 
as internally complex, meaning something like ‘the one here’ and ‘the one there’. 
If this analysis is correct, Matís is a counterexample to the hierarchy in (29). It is 
interesting to note that in the closely related language Matses the corresponding 
demonstratives are also historically nominalized forms, but in this language the 
nominalizer is no longer productive (Fleck 2003: 259), which means that the re-
sulting forms should be analyzed as basic demonstratives referring to individuals.

A final observation that deserves mention and that follows from a comparison 
of Tables 4 and 5 is that for every language, again with the exception of Matís, the 
set of semantic categories covered by basic demonstrative words is always a sub-
set of or identical to the set of semantic categories covered by basic interrogative 
words.

These results may now be compared to the ones obtained by George (2010), 
a typological study of the distribution of demonstrative words based on a world-
wide sample of 50 languages. She arrives at the following (statistical) implicational 
hierarchy:

 (33) x ⊂ l ⊂ t ⊂ m ⊂ r ⊂ q

In comparing this hierarchy with the one in (29) two differences show up. In 
George’s sample (i) there are languages which do have basic demonstrative words 
designating reasons and quantities, something which we did not find in the Bra-
zilian area; (ii) the position of basic demonstrative words designating times and 
those designating manners are inverted. The latter fact seems to indicate that the 
temporal category has a more peripheral status in Brazilian languages than in the 
languages of George’s sample.

George (2010) furthermore investigated the phonemic weight of basic demon-
stratives, and ranks the various categories from lower to higher phonemic weight 
with the result in (34):

 (34) x - l - m - t - r - q

Interestingly, in this case the four initial categories in the scale occupy the same 
order that these categories occupy in our hierarchy in (29).
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In all, the comparison of the Brazilian data with those obtained for a world-
wide sample again point at areal influences involving, as in the case of interroga-
tive words, the categories of time and quantity.

6. Nominalization

A third aspect of grammar that may reveal variation between languages as regards 
semantic categorization is the process of nominalization, which is the process by 
which nouns are derived from another class of lexical elements. The derived nouns 
may designate various types of semantic categories. Within our sample, and for 
the semantic categories investigated, nominalization produces nouns designating 
individuals (x), locations (l), and times (t). Virtually all languages in the sample 
also have a nominalization process that produces nouns designating States-of-
Affairs (e). As explained in the introduction, we have excluded these from the in-
vestigation, as similar information was impossible to obtain for basic interrogative 
and demonstrative words.

The following examples illustrate the three types of nominalization:

  Kwaza: individual (x)
 (35) a. ‘wi-ki     b. wi-ni‘te
   cut-decl     to cut-instr.nr
   ‘He cuts.’     ‘knife’ (Van der Voort 2004: 483):

  Asuriní: location (l)
 (36) a. osoka     b. ise i-sokat-awa
   kill       1.sg ind-kill-loc.nr
   ‘to kill’       ‘the place where I killed him’ (Nicholson 

1984: 49)

  Shanenawa time (t)
 (37) a. şuşu     b. şuşu-tian
   play       play-temp.nr
   ‘to play’      ‘break, playtime’ (Cândido 2004: 78)

Various languages have nominalization strategies that may produce nouns desig-
nating more than one type of semantic category. Such a language is Yaminawa, as 
shown by the following examples:

  Yaminawa: individual (x) and location (l)
 (38) a. mãtso     b. mãtso-ti
   sweep      sweep-nr
   ‘to sweep’     ‘broom’
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 (39) a. nashi     b. nashi-ti
   bath      bath-nr
   ‘to bath’      ‘shower’ (Faust 2002: 96):

Table 6 shows the distribution of the processes of nominalization with respect to 
the various semantic categories across the languages of the sample.

The hierarchy that emerges from Table 6 is given in (40):

 (40) x ⊂ l ⊂ t

This hierarchy explains the distribution, and again, in cases in which the same 
strategy is used for different semantic categories, the overlap concerns contiguous 

Table 6. Nominalizations in the languages of the sample

Language x l t

Karipuna Creole French

Warí

Bororo

Sanuma

Cubeo x

Hup x

Kadiweu x

Kanoê x

Kwaza x

Munduruku x

Pirahã x

Sabanê x

Apurinã x l

Jarawara x l

Matís x l

Asuriní x l

Tariana x l

Xavante x l

Yaminawa x/l x/l

Apalaí x l/t l/t

Hixkaryana x l t

Shanenawa x/l x/l t

Bora ? ? ?

Rikbaktsa ? ? ?
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categories on the hierarchy. But a category prominent in the previous hierarchies 
is missing: in the earlier hierarchies manner (m) occupies a position in between 
location (l) and time (t).

There seems to be a straightforward explanation for this fact. Manner is first 
and foremost a semantic category that is used to modify. In sentences like How 
did he do it and He did it thus the manner expression modifies the main verb, as 
is evident from lexical equivalents such as He did it silently. The process of nomi-
nalization produces nouns, which are primarily used as heads of phrases, not as 
modifiers.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we have looked at three different phenomena that are sensitive to 
semantic categorization. Taken together, the extent to which the grammars of the 
languages studied are sensitive to the semantic categories studied can be captured 
in the hierarchy given in (19) and repeated here as (41):

(41) q
∪

x ⊂ l ⊂ m ⊂ t
∩

r

The implicational map in (41) as a whole is needed to describe the distribution of 
basic interrogative words. With one exception, its horizontal axis appropriately 
describes the distribution of basic demonstrative words, which were furthermore 
shown to always designate a subset of the semantic categories designated by ba-
sic interrogative words within the same language. Finally, nominalizations were 
shown to display a somewhat different behaviour, in the sense that the horizontal 
implicational hierarchy seems to be relevant to them, but that manner (m) does 
not show up as a relevant category. In all, we feel that the results of this typologi-
cal investigation confirm the relevance of semantic categorization in grammar, as 
explicitly captured in the FDG model, and that the differences between languages 
as regards the extent to which these categories play a role in the organization of the 
grammatical system are far from random.

We have noted in the comparison of our results with the ones obtained for in-
terrogative words in Mackenzie (2009) and George (2010) that there are a number 
of differences that indeed seem to point at an areal influence in semantic categori-
zation. The two categories that showed this influence most clearly are the category 
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of quantity, which ranks lower in the Brazilian area than it does in a world-wide 
sample for basic interrogative words, and the category of time, which ranks lower 
in the Brazilian area for basic demonstrative words.

Received 23 August 2009. 
Revised version 21 September 2010.

Notes

* We are grateful to J. Lachlan Mackenzie, Hein van der Voort and the editors of Functions of 
Language for their comments on an earlier version of this paper.

1. In this and the following example the interrogative suffix is not part of the question word but 
a general interrogative marker.

2. The criteria used in Mackenzie (2009) for establishing the basic status are slightly different 
from ours. We have reclassified Mackenzie’s data in terms of our criteria, with only marginal dif-
ferences in the outcome. We are grateful to Lachlan Mackenzie for his help in analyzing the data.
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